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Introduction

Scope of this report

Geography Industry Services

Global All industries AWS services

Enterprises are choosing AWS to drive innovation, enhance agility, and optimize their operations. AWS is differentiating itself through its comprehensive suite of services that cater to a 

wide range of industry-specific needs and portfolio segments. Enterprise traction for AWS’ contact center transformation services, IaaS segment, data services, complex workload 

transformation services, and differentiated technology vendor partnerships is helping it hold its position as the leading hyperscaler. However, enterprises grapple with some key challenges 

such as commercial inflexibility and complex contracting and should leverage key enabling factors of solutioning, contracting, talent, and AWS Marketplace to truly reap the benefits of their 

investments on AWS. 

In this report, we present an outlook on the current state of the market of global AWS services market trends and growth. The analysis is based on Everest Group’s annual RFI process, 

interactions with leading cloud service providers, client reference checks, enterprise interactions, and ongoing analysis of the AWS services market. This report looks at:

⚫ AWS services adoption trends and market dynamics

⚫ AWS services deal characteristics

⚫ Top differentiators driving enterprise traction for AWS

⚫ Enablers for transformation on AWS
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⚫ Enterprise adoption of AWS is witnessing a shift in focus towards value realization, hybrid cloud adoption, and Generative AI leverage

⚫ North America and Europe are the largest consumers of AWS services, driven by enterprises’ cloud modernization and optimization focus

⚫ Enterprise demand for infrastructure-focused and platform-focused services is expected to rise with continued AWS adoption

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

⚫ Cloud modernization and managed services account for over half of the AWS services spend, as as enterprises are maturing in their 

cloud journey

⚫ Enterprises highlight the subpar talent management capabilities, absence of a strategic partnership, and lack of value being delivered as critical 

challenges during AWS services engagements

AWS services engagement 

characteristics

⚫ Enterprises’ top demands on AWS align primarily with its appetite for innovation and strength in IaaS

⚫ Enterprises’ differentiated demand themes require focused enablers for effective adoption of AWS

Gaining the most out of your 

AWS adoption

This report provides an overview of the AWS services market, including trends, demand drivers, and key enterprise concerns. It also outlines the characteristics of AWS services engagement 

and deep-dives into top enterprise demands, along with key enablers to gain most out of enterprise AWS adoption.

Global AWS services market

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages
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This study offers three distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of cloud and 

infrastructure services market; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Global AWS services market size, growth rate, and adoption drivers AWS services market size – by geography

AWS services market split across value chain Top differentiators on AWS

AWS services portfolio segment-wise market split

2022; 100% = $50 million

35%

27%

25%

12%

Infrastructure-

focused

Platform-focused

Data-

focused

Next generation-

focused

Infrastructure-focused

This segment continues to be a strength for AWS with data center-exit and 

infrastructure modernization use cases driving the demand. High Performance 

Computing (HPC) and FinOps demand themes are being addressed more

Platform-focused

AWS’ strength in Kubernetes and containerization along with its cloud-native 

development capabilities is helping AWS gain traction for its platform-focused 

capabilities. Application and workloads modernization capabilities continue to 

drive the demand for AWS

Data-focused

Demand across this segment is being driven by data warehouse and data lake 

modernization. Capabilities around cloud-native data platforms along with its 

coverage of data analytics use cases are driving traction for AWS

Next-generation-focused

With disruptive technologies, such as Generative AI taking over the market, 

enterprises are increasingly looking for next-generation-focused capabilities. 

Digital twins and confidential computing are also driving the demand for AWS

Global AWS cloud services market size – by geography

2022; 100% = $50 million

North American enterprises are 

the largest consumers of AWS with a 

focus on innovation, modernization, and 

leverage of cloud-enabled use cases.

North America 

A pain point for the other 

geographies is the unavailability 

of talent. 

Rest of the world

Enterprises in the UKI continue 

to focus on building their digital 

infrastructure on AWS, an initiative 

bolstered by the push from the UK 

government.

UK

Europe’s demand themes 

revolve around energy conservation, 

sovereignty, and sustainability. 

Europe (excluding UK)

APAC’s adoption is driven 

by the public sector and the region 

is experiencing a high demand for 

a multi-cloud model. 

Asia Pacific

48%

3% 11%

16%

23%

AWS services market split across value chain1

2022; 100% = $50 million

Advisory/Consulting Infrastructure design/build Modernization Managed services

⚫ Analyzing and prioritizing 

modernization opportunities 

that optimize the business 

benefits

⚫ Performing RoI assessment 

for migrating the customer’s 

on-premise workload to AWS

⚫ Leveraging professional 

services to better work 

with AWS

⚫ Designing solutions and defining 

security requirements, such as 

encryption, and identity and 

accessing management policies

⚫ Building, configuring, deploying, 

and decommissioning virtual 

servers and machines

⚫ Designing and implementing 

complex PoC and disaster 

recovery strategy

⚫ Evaluating the existing 

environment to identify the 

best-fit modernization 

approach

⚫ Executing the defined 

roadmap for planned 

modernization with blueprints 

and accelerators

⚫ Conducting functional, 

performance, and security 

testing to ensure applications 

work as intended

⚫ Organizing, securing, and 

managing AWS environment, 

resources, and applications

⚫ Governing the environment to 

ensure secure operations

⚫ Monitoring the environment 

performance by collecting and 

analyzing outputs such as logs, 

metrics, and traces

18% of the spend value 21% of the spend value 36% of the spend value 25% of the spend value

Enterprise transformation with AWS

A cloud transformation journey on AWS is an amalgamation of choosing the right set of services and products from AWS based on their 

differentiated market impact and leveraging key enablers to circumvent roadblocks.

Data on cloud

Complex workload transformation

Differentiated technology vendor partnerships

IaaS

Contact center transformation

Solutioning

Talent

Contacting

AWS Marketplace

DIFFERENTIATORS ENABLERS
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